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If Biden Wants to “Stand with the Cuban People,” He Can Ease the Cruel Blockade
By Prof. Marjorie Cohn, July 22, 2021
The corporate media have been bashing the Cuban government in response to the recent
protests in Cuba, while President Joe Biden claims, “We stand with the Cuban people.” But
they ignore or minimize the leading cause of economic suﬀering in Cuba: the U.S.’s illegal
and punishing economic blockade that Biden has left in place.

J’Accuse! The Gene-based “Vaccines” are Killing People. Governments Worldwide Are Lying
to You the People, to the Populations They Purportedly Serve
By Doctors for COVID Ethics, July 21, 2021
Oﬃcial sources, namely EudraVigilance (EU, EEA, Switzerland), MHRA (UK) and VAERS
(USA), have now recorded more Injuries and Deaths from the ‘Covid’ vaccine roll-out than
from all previous vaccines combined since records began.

18,928 DEAD, 1.8 Million Injured (50% SERIOUS) Reported in European Union’s Database of
Adverse Drug Reactions for COVID-19 Shots
By Brian Shilhavy, July 21, 2021
Never before in modern, or even ancient history, have governments around the world acted
in unison to force a medical procedure upon all their populations, and silence all dissenters
who try to sound the warning alarm, which include tens of thousands of doctors and
scientists.

Federal Lawsuit Seeks Immediate Halt of COVID Vaccines, Cites Whistleblower Testimony
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Claiming CDC Is Under-Counting Vaccine Deaths
By Megan Redshaw, July 21, 2021
America’s Frontline Doctors ﬁled a motion to stop the use of Emergency Use Authorization
(EUA) COVID vaccines for anyone under 18, anyone with natural immunity or anyone who
hasn’t received informed consent.

Graveyard of Empires
By Eric Margolis, July 21, 2021
Afghanistan was a war of lies, sustained by the powerful US and British media. President
George W. Bush, a man of deep ignorance, launched this war to cover being caught sleeping
by the 9/11 attacks.

Carbon Neutral Green Finance – China May Take the Lead into a Post-Pandemic World
By Peter Koenig, July 21, 2021
What happens in China is a diﬀerent story. China is the only signiﬁcant national economy –
the second largest for now in absolute terms, and the largest in PPP (purchasing power
parity terms) – that has put her economic and ﬁnancial mechanism fully back on-stream.

The State of Our Nation: Still Divided, Enslaved and Locked Down
By John W. Whitehead and Nisha Whitehead, July 21, 2021
The state of our nation is politically polarized, controlled by forces beyond the purview of the
average American, and rapidly moving the nation away from its freedom foundation.

Kremlin: Russian Hypersonic Missiles Reaction to U.S. Missile Shield Near Its Borders
By Rick Rozoﬀ, July 21, 2021
Russian presidential spokesman Dmitry Peskov was cited by TASS on July 20 conﬁrming that
his nation’s development of hypersonic missiles (ﬁve or more times the speed of sound) is a
direct response to the American (and NATO it should be added) interceptor missile system
being deployed against his nation near its western borders.
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Enforcing US Exploitation: The IMF and the World Bank
By Rod Driver, July 21, 2021
Internal documents from the World Bank state clearly that the Bank expects the conditions
attached to loans to cause civil unrest. The policies are misleadingly called ‘poverty
reduction strategies’, yet they have created or maintained extreme poverty in many regions
around the world.
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